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Whether navigating an intersection or cooking dinner, completing day-to-day tasks can be challenging for 
those with sight loss. On June 5, the Canadian National Institute for the Blind opened a Community Hub for 
those with visual disabilities – what the organization says is the first of its kind in the province – where they 
can come for support and to learn new skills.

“For an urban market, we’re hoping this becomes the model for the rest of the country,” said Angela 
Bonfanti, executive director of the institute’s GTA branch.
The Hub, a local community centre located at Yonge St. and St. Clair Ave., is geared for all ages. The ground 
floor features everything from a discovery zone, where kids can play with educational toys, to technology and 

a computer zone. At the reading station, books are overlaid 
with Braille so children and parents can read together if 
one or both are visually impaired. There’s also a kitchen 
or “Fun with Food Zone,” where Bonfanti envisions many 
cooking classesn would take place.

Near the front entrance, a doggy bar is set-up for guide 
dogs to enjoy a treat when their owners stop by. The 
building is equipped with BlindSquare, a way-finding app 
which tells people where everything in the room is relative 
to their location.
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The space is meant to be a learning zone, especially for 
those who are not necessarily familiar with all the tools 
available that could help them in their day-to-day lives, 
said Debbie Gillespie, the institute’s lead for accessibility, 
infrastructure and transit.

“I’m in the community teaching about way-finding 
and helping people get where they’ve got to go safely, 
independently and efficiently. Those are things we all take 
for granted, but if you’re new to Toronto and you’re new to a 
space, you want to be able to use environmental clues that 
help you get there.” To help, with this,  Kinesik Engineered 
Products installed tactile wayfinding throughout the facility. 

Advantage® One wayfinding bars provide guidance to the 
elevator, and Advantage® One tactile warning Indicators 
mark the stair entry points. Ecoglo® F5B stair nose and 
Ecoglo® handrail marking complete the stairs, making 
them fully AODA compliant.  

Bonfanti said they’re expecting 50-100 people of all ages 
daily at the centre, which will have an open-door policy 
seven days a week. The centre is not just meant to help 
those with sight loss, but also to change attitudes among 
the rest of the community as well. Bonfanti said she plans 
to invite employers to come experience the tools as though 
they are blind themselves and hopefully be inspired to 
make their businesses more accessible for blind patrons 
and employees.

Excerpted from the Toronto Star… June 4, 2017. 
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